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Nematic polar anchoring strength measured by electric field techniques
Yu. A. Nastishin,a) R. D. Polak, S. V. Shiyanovskii,b) V. H. Bodnar,c)

and O. D. Lavrentovichc),d)

Liquid Crystal Institute, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242

~Received 17 May 1999; accepted for publication 14 July 1999!

We analyze the high-electric-field technique designed by Yokoyama and van Sprang@J. Appl. Phys.
57, 4520 ~1985!# to determine the polar anchoring coefficientW of a nematic liquid crystal-solid
substrate. The technique implies simultaneous measurement of the optical phase retardation and
capacitance as functions of the applied voltage well above the threshold of the Frederiks transition.
We develop a generalized model that allows for the determination ofW for tilted director
orientation. Furthermore, the model results in a new high-field technique,~referred to as the RV
technique!, based on the measurement of retardation versus applied voltage.W is determined from
a simple linear fit over a well-specified voltage window. No capacitance measurements are needed
to determineW when the dielectric constants of the liquid crystal are known. We analyze the
validity of the Yokoyama–van Sprang~YvS! and RV techniques and show that experimental data
in real cells often do not follow the theoretical curves. The reason is that the director distribution is
inhomogeneous in the plane of the bounding plates, while the theory assumes that the director is not
distorted in this plane. This discrepancy can greatly modify the fitted value of 1/W, and even change
its sign, thus making the determination ofW meaningless. We suggest a protocol that allows one to
check if the cell can be used to measureW by the YvS or RV techniques. The protocol establishes
new criteria that were absent in the original YvS procedure. The results are compared with other
data onW, obtained by a threshold-field technique for the same nematic-substrate pair. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!07020-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The surface plays a dual role in liquid crystal physic
First, it constrains the liquid crystal and thus modifies t
density and the surface scalar order parameter. Secon
orients the liquid crystal director. The equilibrium direct
orientation set by anisotropic molecular interactions at
surface in the absence of any external fields is called
‘‘easy axis.’’ An external field can deviate the director fro
the easy axis. Experimental determination of the wo
needed to reorient the director~represented by an ‘‘anchorin
strength’’ or ‘‘anchoring coefficient’’! is of prime impor-
tance in understanding the surface phenomena in liq
crystals.1–8 There are numerous techniques to achieve
goal. Testing techniques deduce anchoring strength f
characterization of surface-stabilized wall defects,2 distorted
director in wedge cells,3 or from light scattering at surfac
fluctuations.4 External-field techniques measure director d
viations as the function of the applied field.5–21 The field
techniques use dielectric or diamagnetic Frederiks effect
intermediate5–10or high fields,11–16as well as polar effects o
flexoelectric17 and surface polarization18 origin. Each tech-
nique has its own limitations that often require specific m
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terial parameters~e.g., sign of the dielectric anisotropy! or
the direction of the easy axis. A more serious problem is t
of reproducibility: analysis of the current literature makes
clear that anchoring strength data may differ by two to th
orders of magnitude1 when measured by different group
even for the same pair of liquid crystal and substrate.
will show that the problem is not in the lack of diligence o
the part of experimentalists, but rather in the intrinsic co
plexity of liquid crystal behavior at the substrate.

Especially difficult is the determination of the polar pa
of the anchoring energy that characterizes director deviat
with respect to the normal to the surface. One of the reas
is that the polar anchoring often appears to be much stron
than the azimuthal~in-plane! anchoring and thus implies
strong external torques~i.e., high voltages! to deviate the
director from the easy axis. A reliable, simple, and reprod
ible protocol for polar anchoring strength measuremen
still to be determined.

The most widely used technique14 to determine the polar
part W of the anchoring strength is that suggested
Yokoyama and van Sprang.12 The Yokoyama–van Spran
~YvS! method is based on simultaneous measurement of
pacitanceC and optical phase retardationR as a function of
the voltageV applied to the nematic cell. A very attractiv
feature of this technique is that in a certain range (Vmin ,Vmax)
of applied voltages,R is a linear function of the reciproca
electric displacement (;1/CV) and W ~normalized by an
elastic constant! can be simply deduced from the intercept
this linear dependence with theR axis. Unfortunately, the
proper choice of the range (Vmin ,Vmax) presents a problem.

i-

,

9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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According to Ref. 12, the range (Vmin ,Vmax) is deter-
mined by the following considerations. First,Vmin should be
well above the Frederiks threshold@Vmin>6Vth ~Ref. 12!# to
assure that the director in the middle of the cell is paralle
the field. This is why the method is often referred to as
‘high-electric-field’ technique.12 Second, the field-induced
director deviations from the easy axis should be sufficien
small to justify expansion of the anchoring potential; th
requirement limitsVmax. As a result, the choice ofVmax is
ambiguous sinceVmax depends onW, andW is not knowna
priori . The problem can be addressed by comparingW’s
measured by YvS technique~preferably with different
Vmax’s, to W measured by an independent technique. Des
a bulk of research reports employing the YvS technique,
were unable to find such a comparative analysis. A rela
drawback is that the restrictions on the range (Vmin ,Vmax)
lead to a practical recipe to use thick cells, 40–60mm or
more.12 Taken literally, this recipe of thick cells has bee
employed in all subsequent applications of the YvS te
nique. The circumstance is important:W might be thickness
dependent in the presence of ions19 but one is normally in-
terested to knowW in thin, say, 5mm cells used in display
applications. Finally, a serious problem seems to be tha
indicated by Yokoyama20 and Jiet al.,21 the YvS technique
sometimes yieldsnegativevalues ofW. Stallingaet al.22 ob-
served an electrooptical response of cells that also po
towards a negative value ofW.

The goal of this article is to analyze the reliability of th
YvS technique and the recently suggested RV techniqu16

The RV technique implies the measurement of optical ph
retardation~but not the capacitance! as a function of applied
voltage. We demonstrate that in many cases both techni
cannot provide meaningful values of the anchoring stren
the fit of experimental data can produce practically any va
of W, including the negative ones, within the allowed fittin
region (Vmin ,Vmax). Analysis reveals that the experiment
dependencies, such asR vs 1/CV, measured for real cells
often do not follow the predictions of the theoretical mod
on which the YvS technique is based. One source of th
discrepancies is that, in real cells, the director orientation
anchoring strength are not uniform in the plane of the c
while the theory assumes strict uniformity. The problem
especially pronounced in cells with etched electrodes nee
in the YvS technique. In contrast, the RV technique16 does
not require etched electrodes and significantly enhances
reliability of W measurements. Finally, this work also su
gests a protocol that might be used to verify the validity
the obtained results.

The article is organized as follows.
Theoretical background is given in Sec. II. We consid

a nematic cell with a tilted easy axis and calculate the
evant response characteristics~such asC andR! as the func-
tions of the applied field, anchoring strength, etc. T
Yokoyama–van Sprang formulas12 are recovered as a spe
cific case. This analysis predicts that the anchoring stren
can be measured without separate measurements of ca
tance and for relatively thin cells. Section III describes e
perimental techniques used to prepare the alignment la
and to assemble and characterize the cells. Section IV de
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measurements ofW by the YvS technique and by the ne
RV technique. In many cases,W cannot be determined, sinc
the cell does not behave in the way expected from the the
For example, many cells show voltage-dependent exces
tardation that does not reduce to such mundane factor
retardation of the alignment layers. Section V describes
independent attempt to estimateW for the same liquid
crystal-substrate pairs. Section VI discusses possible ca
of spurious results such as voltage-dependent and neg
W; among these, nonuniformity of the surface paramet
plays an important role. Finally, we propose a protocol t
can be used to verify the very applicability of the YvS a
RV techniques for a nematic cell prepared to measureW.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Yokoyama–van Sprang technique

The goal is to determine the polar anchoring stren
from the director response to the electric field. The probl
boils down to the calculations of such characteristics as
capacitance and retardation of the cell as a function of
applied voltage. These functions have already been ca
lated for infinite strong anchoring.23

Consider a nematic liquid crystal confined between t
identical electrodes located atz50 and z5d as shown in
Fig. 1. In absence of the external fields, the director is o
ented uniformly along the easy axis that makes an angleup

with respect to thex axis. The angleup defines the minimum
of the surface anchoring potential and is called the pre
angle. In a sufficiently high electric field, there is a distorti
of the liquid crystal director in thex2z plane.

The free energy per unit area of the liquid crystal can
written as

F5E
0

d

f bdz1 f s~0!1 f s~d!, ~1!

where f b5 1
2@(K1 cos2 f1K3 sin2 f)(df/dz)22D–E# is the

bulk free energy density,K1 (K3) is the splay~bend! elastic
constant,D5e0êE is the electric displacement,ê is the ten-
sor of relative dielectric permittivity,E is the applied electric
field ~the applied voltageV5*0

dEzdz!, and f is the angle
between the director and thex axis. Assuming that deviation
of the actual surface director orientationu5f(0)5f(d)
from up is small, we use the Rapini–Papoular approximat
for the anchoring energyf s5

1
2W sin2(u2up). Note that we

neglect any possible effects of the divergenceK13 term
in f b .

FIG. 1. Director configuration in the cell without field~left! and with an
applied electric field~right!.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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We assume that the effects of free electric charges
negligible, so that divD50, and, in a cell with a one
dimensional distortion,Dz does not depend onz:

Dz5
e0V

*0
d~e' cos2 f1e i sin2 f!21dz

, ~2!

wheree i ande' are the components of the dielectric tens
that are parallel and perpendicular to the director, resp
tively.

Because of symmetry about the cell midpoint, t
Euler–Lagrange equation becomes

S df

dzD 2

5
gDz

2

K1e0e'

sin2 fm2sin2 f

~11k sin2 f!~11g sin2 f!~11g sin2 fm!
,

~3!

where g5(e i2e')/e' , k5(K32K1)/K1 , and fm

5f(d/2) is the maximum director angle. Solving Eq.~3! we
obtain the applied voltageV, optical phase retardationR, and
capacitanceC as integral parametric functions with param
etersym5sin2 fm andyb5sin2 u:

V5
Vth

p
A11gymI V~yb ,ym!, ~4!

R5
2pdn0n

l

I R~yb ,ym!

I C~yb ,ym!
, ~5!

C5
e0e'S

d

I C~yb ,ym!

I V~yb ,ym!
, ~6!

where Vth5pAK1 /e0ea, ea5e i2e' , n5(ne
22no

2)/ne
2, no

andne are ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices,
spectively,l is the wavelength of the probing light,S is the
overlapping electrode area, and

I V~yb ,ym!5E
yb

ymA ~11ky!

~11gy!~ym2y!y~12y!
dy, ~7!

I R~yb ,ym!

5E
yb

ymA~11ky!~11gy!~12y!

~ym2y!y@12n~12y!#

dy

11A~12n~12y!
,

~8!

I C~yb ,ym!5E
yb

ymA~11ky!~11gy!

~ym2y!y~12y!
dy. ~9!

The balance of torques at the bounda
@(] f b /]f)/]z#z505] f s /]u gives the expression for the an
choring coefficientW

W5
2K1I C

d sin 2~u2up!
A~11kyb!~ym2yb!

~11gyb!
. ~10!

As one can see from Eqs.~4–9!, there is one-to-one
correspondence between pairs (ym ,yb) and any two of
(V,C,R). In other words, the pairs (V,R) or (V,C) com-
pletely describe the director configuration in the cell, and
Downloaded 26 Jan 2006 to 131.123.233.235. Redistribution subject to A
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dependenceR(V) or C(V) can be used to determineW for
any pretilt angle. Moreover, it is not difficult to extend th
consideration to the materials withea,0.

Although W can be obtained by fitting the curveR(V)
without any other approximations, we also want to der
simplified formulas similar to that of YvS method. The a
proximation is based on asymptotic behavior of integr
~7!–~9! when ym→1 and yb→yp5sin2 up . The significant
feature of these integrals is thatI V and I C diverge logarith-
mically when ym→1, whereasI R does not. Noticing also
that for small deviations of boundary angle, all the integr
depend linearly onsb5sin(u2up), one obtains the following
approximate formulas:

I V,C~yb ,ym!5AV,Ct1PV,C~yp!2BV,Csb , ~11a!

I R~yb ,ym!5I R~yp,1!2BRsb , ~11b!

where

t52 ln~12ym!; AV5A11k

11g
;

AC5A~11g!~11k!; BV52A 11kyp

~11gyp!~12yp!
;

BC52A~11kyp!~11gyp!

12yp
;

BR5
2

11A12n~12yp!
A~11kyp!~11gyp!~12yp!

12n~12yp!
,

andI R(yp,1) andPV,C(yp) are nonsingular parts of integra
that depend only on material constants of the studied LC
pretilt angle up :PV,C(yp)5 limym→1@ I V,C(yp ,ym)
1AV,C ln(12ym)#.

Making a product from Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~6!, we obtain
an important formula for the further analysis of the Yv
method, valid for any pretilt angle:

RCV5
2pn0ne0e'S

l
A K1

e0ea
A11gymI R~yb ,ym!. ~12!

The main advantage of this expression is that when
approximation~11b! is valid, all changes in theRCVproduct
are caused by director reorientation at the surface. For
ample, when the anchoring is infinitely strong,W→`, then
RCV→const. Since the surface changes are rather small
first validity condition (ym→1) for Eq. ~11b!, that provides
constant bulk contribution, is very important. The inequal
V.Vmin56Vth , originally suggested in the YvS method, sa
isfies this condition with extremely high accuracy (12ym

,331026). The second condition, that the surface reorie
tation is small, is less crucial for determination ofW and is
determined mostly by the validity of substituting the actu
anchoring profile with the Rapini–Papoular potential. A
suming that the Rapini–Papoular potential is valid whensb

,0.2, we obtain the upper voltage limit

Vmax5
0.2

p cosup
Ae'

e i

Wd

K1
Vth .
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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Notice thatVmax is defined by the productWd, which means
that we can use thinner cells for determination of strong
choring. We will return to this point below. Hence, withi
the voltage range

Vmin56pA K1

e0ea
,V,Vmax5

0.2Wd

cosup
A e'

K1e0eae i
,

~13!

the substitution of Eqs.~4!, ~5!, ~9!, ~10!, and~11b! into Eq.
~12! predicts a linear dependence ofRCV on CV with a
coefficient proportional toW21:

RCV5J02
J1

W
CV. ~14!

Here

J05
2pn0ne0e'S

l
A K1

e0ea
A11gI R~yp,1!

and

J15BR

2pK1n0n

l
A~11kyp!~12yp!

11gyp
.

Equation~14! allows one to determineW from a simple
linear fit. It is valid for any pretilt angle and reduces to t
YvS formula12 with J15@4pK1(ne2n0)#/l when there is
no pretilt, up50. Numerical calculations show that the sim
plified formulas with up50 result in an error less tha
0.05 W whenup,10°; however, the error grows to;W
whenup;45°.

Note that Eq.~13! still requires knowledge ofW to de-
termine Vmax. Since W is not known a priori, this can
present a difficulty. The upper limit of the fitting range ca
be estimated from Eq.~14!, where one replacesV by Vmax.
To preservesb,0.2, the second term in Eq.~14! should be
less than 20% of the first term,J0 . Thus,Vmax can be ob-
tained directly from the experimental plotRCV(CV) with-
out resorting to the value ofW. First, one estimatesJ0 from
the intercept of the linear part of the functionRCV(CV) for
V.6Vth . Second,Vmax is defined as the voltage for whic
RCV becomes 80% ofJ0 . The process is illustrated in Fig
2. We will refer to this procedure of findingVmax as the 80%
rule.

Let us return to the consideration of cell thickness.
stated, the linear fit ofRCV as a function ofCV must be

FIG. 2. Theoretical dependence ofRCV vs CV. The data are numerically
simulated, and the solid line represents the best fit through the data ove
prescribed region.
Downloaded 26 Jan 2006 to 131.123.233.235. Redistribution subject to A
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performed over a prescribed voltage region given by E
~13!. By defining the electric coherence length,dE as

dE5
e0e iS

CV
A K1

e0ea
, ~15!

and the anchoring extrapolation length as

dW5
K1

W
, ~16!

and noting that in high enough fields (V.6Vth), the electric
coherence length can be estimated asdE'(Vth /pV)d, one
can rewrite Eq.~13! as

d

20
.dE.3Ae i

e'

dW . ~17!

Hence, to have a fairly large voltage range to fit the data,
a typical nematic such as 5CB, the thickness should b
least 200 times larger than the extrapolation length,

d.200dW . ~18!

Yokoyama and van Sprang12 applied these requirement
to a substrate with weak anchoring:W;1025 J/m2 yielding
dW;0.5mm.24 For thisW, the cell must be at least 50mm to
yield a significant voltage range to fit the experimental da
However, in many cases,25 the YvS technique givesW of the
order 1024 or 1023 J/m2 which makesdW;1022 mm or
smaller. If this is the case, it should be possible to use
YvS technique for a thin cell~of the order ofmm’s! and still
satisfy Eq.~17!.

B. RV technique

Despite the convenience of a linear fit, a correspond
YvS experiment requires to measure both phase retarda
and capacitance. The measurements of capacitance mig
especially undesired since they require a cell with patter
electrodes and a uniform thickness over the whole area of
electrodes. Patterning of the electrodes is usually achie
by etching techniques. The etching solutions not only
move the undesired parts of the electrode but also can d
age the protected electrode area, by penetrating the pro
tive coating. The damage, along with many other poss
factors, contributes to the inhomogeneities of the direc
orientation which, as we show in Secs. IV and VI, ultimate
make the determination ofW very inaccurate or impossible
The problem can be avoided if one uses the recently s
gested RV technique that does not require etching.

In the RV technique, one measures only the retarda
of the cell as a function of applied voltage. However,RV(V)
has linear behavior only whenC becomes practically con
stant by reaching a saturation valueC`5(e0e iS)/d at very
high field (V.Ṽmin@6Vth). This circumstance reduces th
range (Ṽmin ,Vmax) significantly. To avoid the problem and t
obtain aC-independent function that has the same volta
range of linear behavior asRCV(CV) has, one can use th
following relationship

CV5
e0e iS

Qd
~V2V̄!, ~19!

the
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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which follows directly from Eq.~11a!. Here

Q512
2K1

Wd

g~11kyp!~12yp!

~11gyp!
,

V̄5a
ea

e i
Vth ,

and

a5
1

p E
yp

1A~11g!~11ky!

y~11gy!
dy.

Equation ~19! is valid over the same voltage rang
(Vmin ,Vmax) given in Eq.~13!. For most liquid crystals~with
positive l.0 andk.0!, the coefficienta is between 2/p
and 1. For example,a50.90 in 5 CB with zero pretilt angle

Substituting Eq.~19! in Eq. ~14! and normalizing by the
initial ~at zero voltage! phase retardation

R05
2pdn0n~12yp!

l~11A12n~12yp!!A12n~12yp!
, ~20!

we obtain the formula which is valid in the voltage ran
(Vmin ,Vmax) specified by Eq.~13! and allows one to deter
mine W from a simple linear fit without capacitance me
surements:

R~V2V̄!

R0
5 J̃02

2K1

Wd
~11kyp!~V2V̄!. ~21!

Here

J̃05QA K1

e0ea

~11A12n~12yp!!A12n~12yp!

~12yp!A11g
I R~yp,1!.

When fitting the experimental data with Eq.~21!, Vmax can
be determined from the requirement that the second ter
equal to 20% of the first term, similar to theRCV case
above.

Note that Sun and Yokoyama15 recently suggested to
avoid the measurements ofC by placing a small capacito
Cadd!C in series with the nematic cell and then assum
that the total capacitance is a voltage independent cons
determined byCadd. In contrast, the RV technique obtain
the linear behavior ofR(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) from Eq. ~21!
that is exact within the range (Vmin ,Vmax).

III. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A. Preparation of cell

The study of liquid crystal-surface anchoring requir
well-prepared cells. We used soda lime glass manufactu
by Donnelly Applied Films Corporation with a silicon diox
ide barrier and indium tin oxide~ITO! layer. It was acid
etched such that to leave the well-defined rectangular
terns of ITO, cleaned in an ultrasonic bath, rinsed w
deionized water and electronic grade isoproponal, and t
dried in an oven. A 0.75 wt. % solution of the chemica
imidized polyimide LARC CP1~developed by NASA!26 in
dimethylacetamide was spin coated unto the glass. The g
was then baked at 275 °C and mechanically rubbed in
Downloaded 26 Jan 2006 to 131.123.233.235. Redistribution subject to A
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direction with a velvet cloth. Rubbing of this alignment m
terial creates grooves 13–16 nm high.26 A cell was then
formed from two substrates, which were cut from the gla
and aligned in such a way that the two rubbing directio
were antiparallel and the patterned ITO areas overlapp
Mylar strips were placed between the substrates to form
uniform gap, and the substrates were glued together usin
min epoxy. The thickness of the cell was measured by in
ference method~accuracy of 0.1mm for cells 10–60mm
thick!. Still more cells were assembled using the alignm
layer HD MicroSystems PI2555. This alignment layer w
prepared by spin coating a 1:4 solution of PI2555 in the H
MicroSystems solvent T9039 onto substrates cleaned
above. The substrates were baked for 1 h at 275 °C and me-
chanically rubbed.

The rubbed polyimide film, strains in the glass and oth
coatings, might cause an optical phase retardation additi
to that of the liquid crystal.27 For example, this retardation
Rsub, was measured by the Senarmont technique to be
for an empty 47mm cell which is described later in the tex
in Secs. IV A and IV B.

The cell was then filled by capillary method with th
nematic liquid crystal 4-n-pentyl-48-cyanobiphenyl~5CB!
from EM Industries at a temperature above the nema
isotropic transition point. The physical properties of 5 CB
23 °C are: K156.65310212N and K358.85310212N;28

ne51.717, n051.530 measured in the laboratory using
attenuated total internal reflection technique and Abbe
fractometry. The dielectric constants of the liquid crys
were measured using the Automated Properties Tester f
DisplayTech in cells provided by DisplayTech and by me
surement of the capacitance using the Schlumberger SI 1
Impedance Analyzer. We founde i519.1 ande'56.3. Fi-
nally, the pretilt angle of the cell was measured by the m
netic null method.29

All measurements were made at 23 °C. The heating
the cell due to a high applied voltage was determined to
less than 0.1 °C. This was accomplished by measuring
nematic-isotropic temperature of the liquid crystal, and th
lowering the temperature 0.1 °C below that point. A volta
of 60 V was then applied for 16 h, and, in this period, t
liquid crystal did not undergo a phase transition to the i
tropic phase.

B. Measurement of capacitance

The measurement of capacitance should be perform
with special care. Before beginning the YvS experiment,
capacitance and resistance of the liquid crystal cell are de
mined using a Schlumberger SI 1260 Impedance Analy
with the applied voltage changing from 0 to 3 V~rms!. This
serves as an experimental check of the bulk properties of
liquid crystal through determination of the threshold voltag
as well as an accurate measure of the capacitance. Lead
then attached to the cell, and it is placed in the experime
setup for the determination of anchoring. The cell is driv
by a Stanford Research Systems Model DS345 function g
erator amplified by a Krohn–Hite Model 7600 Wide Ban
Amplifier. The sinusoidal potential is routed into a cell and
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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30 kV resistor in series, and the potential drop across
resistor is measured. The voltage drop across the resist
considered when determining the voltage across the
Since the resistance of the cells used was larger than 3V,
and, thus, gave negligible contributions to the total imp
ance, the capacitance of the cell can be determined. Sinc
leads to the cell also add a capacitance, the results of
experiment are compared with the capacitance meas
with the Schlumberger SI 1260 Impedance Analyzer, w
the appropriate constant subtracted off of the former resu
This method gives the capacitance of the cell to within 1

C. Measurement of optical phase retardation

The optical phase retardation of the liquid crystal cell
determined by the Senarmont technique~see Fig. 3!.30 The
light source was a HeNe laser with an attenuated beam
tensity.~Each successive optical element was placed perp
dicular to the laser direction.! A second Glan–Thompso
polarizer ~analyzer! is set up on a motorized rotation stag
and rotated into the position of maximum extinction~crossed
with the first polarizer!. A quarter-wave plate~in our case, a
Soleil–Babinet compensator! with its optical axis parallel to
the first polarizer is then placed between the two polariz
The liquid crystal cell is then placed between the qua
wave plate and the first polarizer such that the cell’s opt
axis ~the rubbing direction! is at 45° with respect to the firs
polarizer.

The linearly polarized light entering the sample emerg
elliptically polarized. When the optical axis of the sample
set at 45° with respect to the polarizer, the azimuth of
ellipse is zero with respect to the polarizer. Ideally, sett
the optical axis of the quarter-wave plate parallel to the
larizer transforms the elliptically polarized light emergin
from the sample into linearly polarized light. The measu
ment of the azimuth of this linearly polarized light using t
analyzer allows for the determination of the phase retarda
of the sample. The uncertainty in the azimuthal setting of
sample results in the uncertainty in the measured azimut
the light transmitted through the quarter-wave plate, a
hence the uncertainty in the measurement of the opt
phase retardation.

Let us suppose that the optical axis of the sample is
small anglet from the 45° position. Then the light transmi
ted through the quarter-wave plate remains slightly ellip

FIG. 3. Experimental setup to measure optical phase retardation by
Senarmont technique.h is the angle of the analyzer for the minimum tran
mittanceI min .
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cally polarized. The ellipticity and azimuth of the light ca
be found using the Mueller matrix formalism. For the az
muth h, we have

h5
1

2
tan21F cos~2t !sind

sin2~2t !1cos2~2t !cosdG , ~22!

where d is related to the total phase retardationR by R
52pN1d ~N is an integer!. When the uncertainty in the
azimuthal settingt goes to zero, then the relationd52h
holds. The relative uncertainty in the phase retardation m
surementDR is a function ofd and t, and can be calculated
to be

DR

R
5

1

R H tan21F cos~2t !sinR

sin2~2t !1cos2~2t !cosRG2dJ . ~23!

In Fig. 4, we have plottedDR/R as a function ofR for t
51° andt53°. The accuracy of the azimuthal setting of th
cell in our experiment is better than 1°, hence, the cor
sponding relative uncertainty in the measured optical ph
retardation is less than 0.1%. To check the accuracy exp
mentally, we rotated the crossed polarizers and the qua
wave plate 3° with respect to the sample and measured
retardation of a nematic cell as a function of applied volta
Comparing the results with those previously obtained w
the correct settings, no distinguishable difference in the
pendenceR(V) was found.

During the measurement, the analyzer is rotated to
termine the azimuth of the linearly polarized light emergi
from the quarter wave plate by finding the angle of ma
mum extinction. After the potential has been applied to
cell, this angle is located in three steps. First, the analyze
rotated between 0° and 180° with the intensity measu
every 10°. The analyzer angle corresponding to the minim
intensity is identified, and the analyzer is then rotated
steps of 1° from 10° less than the angle of minimal intens
to 10° more than the angle of minimal intensity with th
intensity being measured at each point. With the angle
minimal transmission identified, the last step is repeated
steps of 0.1° from 1° less than the angle of minimal intens
to 1° more. This analyzer anglesmin yielding minimum
transmission equalsh, and the optical phase retardation
given by two timessmin plus an integer factor of 2p. This
entire process takes three minutes. To assure the liquid c

he

FIG. 4. Relative errorDR/R caused by azimuthal misalignmentt of the cell
as a function ofR for t51° andt53°.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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tal in the cell was in its equilibrium distribution, a 30 mi
delay between experimental points was attempted with
change in the experimental results.

Besides the possible uncertainty due to azimuthal set
of the cell, there are other possible sources of error in m
surement of retardation. First, since the impinging light
polarized at 45° with respect to the liquid crystal director
the surface, the reflection coefficient will be different for t
light polarization parallel to the director and perpendicular
the director. This effect can be important if the reflecti
coefficients are large. To measure the reflection coeffici
the analyzer was removed and the light intensity was m
sured as a function of applied voltage. The change in li
intensity for applied voltages up to 80 V was 2%. Numeric
estimates show that a 2% change in the intensities of o
nary and extraordinary waves give a 1% change in elliptic
of the transmitted light, leading to a 0.5° error in phase
tardation. Therefore, the effect of the phase retarda
changes due to multiple-beam interference can be negle

Finally, there is the possibility of the cell changing thic
ness as a result of attractive or repulsive electric interact
between the substrates. To check this, an empty cell’s th
ness was measured as a function of applied voltage
found not to change.

Summarizing this section, we have established that th
is an absolute uncertainty in the measured optical phase
tardation of 0.5°.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING HIGH-
ELECTRIC-FIELD TECHNIQUE

A. Yokoyama–van Sprang technique

In this section, we present experimental results for a
uid crystal cell in which the straightforward application
the standard YvS technique does not allow for unambigu
measurement ofW.

Our first example is a cell with carefully prepared a
uniformly buffed NASA LARC CP1 alignment layers. Th
cell thickness was 47.2mm and pretilt was 0.4°. Recall from
Sec. II, the retardation caused by director configuration
obtained from Eq.~14! as

R5
J0

CV
2

2pBRK1n0n

lW
. ~24!

The experimentally measured retardationRexp is the sum of
R andRsub, as discussed in Sec. III A:

Rexp5
J0

CV
2

2pBRK1n0n

lW
1Rsub. ~25!

With the constantRsub50.8° ~see Sec. III A!, the optical
phase retardation appears to be a linear function of 1/CV ~see
Fig. 5! ~the frequency of the potential was 10 kHz!. Follow-
ing the standard YvS procedure,12 namely, performing a lin-
ear fit of the dependenceR vs 1/CV, W can be determined
using Eq. ~25!. However, the obtainedW turns out to be
highly dependent on the voltage range chosen over whic
make a fit~see Table I!, while, in each case, satisfying Eq
~13! and, technically speaking, the 80% rule suggested
Sec. II A.
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Graphic appearance of the functionR vs 1/CV, such as
in Fig. 5, masks the problem of the voltage-dependentW
since this function is close to a straight line for a broad ran
of W values, and the intercept of this line with theR axis that
definesK1 /W is very close to the origin. As a result, sma
deviations from the ideal linear behavior, hardly seen in
experimental plotsR vs 1/CV in Fig. 5, would greatly affect
the extrapolated location of the intercept and thus the m
suredW.

To understand the sensitivity of the measured value oW
to the limiting voltage for the linear fit, it is useful to rewrit
Eq. ~25! as

~Rexp2Rsub!CV5J02
2BRK1n0n

lW
CV ~26!

and to plot the experimental data as (Rexp2Rsub)CV vs CV
~see Fig. 6, whereRsub50.8°! and use Eq.~26! to determine
W. SinceW is expected to be positive, the slope of (Rexp

2Rsub)CV vs CV should be negative. In the experiment
plot, there are few regions with negative slopes, which co
yield a positiveW. The first is that below 4.0 V, i.e., very
near the threshold voltage (Vth50.73 V), in violation of
voltage fitting regime suggested by Yokoyama.12 The second
is from 4.3 to 10.8 V. Above 10.8 V, the slope becom
positive. Thus, any fits over the region from 10.8 to 120
which is formally allowed by Eq.~13!, would yield infinite
or negativeW according to Eq.~14!. This is similar to the
experimental results obtained by Ji and co-workers~see Fig.
4 of Ref. 21!, where positive slopes of the experimental plo
of RCV againstCV were observed at high voltages. As
further illustration, the dependences ofRCV vs CV calcu-

FIG. 5. RetardationR vs 1/CV for the 47mm cell with the NASA LARC
CP1 alignment layers. The solid line represents the best fit from 4.3
10.8 V.

TABLE I. Fitted value ofW for the 47.2mm cell over different ranges of
(Vmin ,Vmax), where we have takenRsub50.8°. Note that in each case, Eq
~13! is satisfied.

Voltage range
(Vmin ,Vmax)

Fitted value ofW
(31024 J/m2)

Does thisW
and voltage range
satisfy Eq.~13!?

~4.3 V, 10.8 V! 4.5 Yes
~4.3 V, 25 V! 6.8 Yes
~8 V, 25 V! 13.4 Yes
~8 V, 50 V! 20.1 Yes
~8 V, 100 V! 2146.0 Yes
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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lated numerically from Eq.~12! with W→` and W54.5
31024 J/m2 are represented by the solid lines shown in F
6. Between 4.3 and 10.8 V, the data follow the lineW
54.531024 J/m2 quite closely. However, atV.10.8 V, the
data cease to provide any meaningful information abouW
within the frame of the linear-fit model.12

As we demonstrated above, one can obtain a wide ra
of values forW by choosing differentVmax and still preserv-
ing the validity of Eq.~13!. The implication of this result is
fundamental: the real cell does not behave in the man
expected from the model described in Ref. 12 and in Sec

To trace the source of the discrepancy between the
periment and the theory, the individual data sets,R andC as
a function ofV, can be fit numerically by the ‘‘exact’’ the
oretical model, Eqs.~4!–~9!, with no assumption about th
voltage range. Figure 7 shows the dependenceR(V) with the
solid line indicating the numerical calculation for infinite a
choring. The measured retardation is larger than the theo
ical R for infinite anchoring. The behavior ofC with V is
much harder to analyze. The measurements imply avera
of the director distribution over a large area of the electrod

FIG. 6. RCV vs CV for the 47mm cell with the NASA LARC CP1 align-
ment layers over~a! the entire voltage range~up to 120 V!, and~b! only up
to 15 V. The solid lines represent the numerical calculations of the data
W5` andW54.531024 J/m2.
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and require very exact knowledge of the dielectric permitt
ity of the liquid crystal~see Ref. 8 for details!. Anyway, the
analysis of separate sets of data tells us that at leastR(V)
does not behave in experiments as it is expected from
theory: the experimental retardation is larger than in
theory ~even if the parasitic sources such asRsub are taken
into account!.

This discrepancyRx between the experimental and th
oretical values ofR is not small. It takes at leastRx53° to be
subtracted fromRexp to alter the slopeRCV(CV) from posi-
tive to negative. Moreover, even this subtraction still leav
W highly dependent on (Vmin ,Vmax); see Table II and Fig. 8
To forceW to be voltage independent, one has to assume
Rx increases at high voltages. The validity of such an ar
trary adjustment of the experimental data is highly questi
able, since, first,Rsub is significantly smaller than 3°, and
second,Rsub should not increase withV. In other words, the
discrepancy is caused by some physical process in the n
atic cell that is not accounted for in the theoretical mode

The intrinsic problem of the determination ofW from the
behavior ofRCV(CV) or R(V) arise not only in thick cells
or in cells with LARC CP1 coatings. We have tested ma
cells and found the phenomenon of excess retardation t
quite common.

B. Determination of W by RV technique

In the previous work,16 we have demonstrated that th
RV and YvS technique give the same values ofW when the
cell behaves as expected by the theory. We will begin t
section by showing that, when the cell behavior devia

th

FIG. 7. Voltage dependence of retardation for the 47mm cell with the
NASA LARC CP1 alignment layers. The solid line represents the numer
calculation for infinite anchoring.
t
TABLE II. Fitted value ofW using Eq.~14! with different amounts ofRx subtracted off, and over differen
voltage ranges.

~4.3 V, 10.8 V! ~4.3 V, 25 V! ~8 V, 25 V! ~8 V, 50 V! ~8 V, 100 V!

Rx50° W54.531024 J/m2 6.8 13.4 20.1 2146.0
Rx51° 3.4 4.5 6.9 8.3 15.7
Rx52° 2.8 3.5 4.6 5.2 7.4
Rx53° 2.3 2.8 3.5 3.8 4.9
Rx55° 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.9
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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from the theory, the RV technique fails to produce the me
ingful determination ofW, and, in this case, it is no bette
than the YvS technique.

1. 47 mm NASA LARC CP1 cell

We use the experimental results for the 47mm cell with
NASA LARC CP1 alignment layers described in the pre
ous Sec. IV A. Figure 9 showsR(V2V̄) plotted against (V
2V̄) for this cell. As can be seen, there is again relativ
narrow region (4.3 V,V,10.8 V) where the slope is nega
tive. Using Eq.~21! to fit over this region, we obtainW to be
4.331024 J/m2 with V̄50.46 V. This compares well with
the result obtained for the same voltage region using the Y
technique (W54.531024 J/m2). At applied voltages large
than 10.8 V, the slope is positive, and hence would yiel
negative value ofW. These results mirror those given in Fi
6 and Sec. IV A, where the YvS technique was used.

2. 21 mm PI2555 cell

We continued with cells aligned by the standard polyi
ide layer DuPont PI2555. The first cell was prepared as
scribed in Sec. III including patterned electrodes, and
thickness was 21mm. The pretilt angle of the cell was mea
sured to be 3.0° by the magnetic null method. To ensure
there was no hybridity within the cell, the pretilt angle w
measured with the laser incident upon the cell in three
ferent directions.31 This allowed us to raise the accuracy
the pretilt measurements to;0.1°. We noticed, however
that the pretilt angle changes by up to 1° when one pro
different locations within the cell.

Greater care was taken to ensure temperature contro
azimuthal setting. In this experiment, the temperature of
cell was fixed by a hot stage at (23.00060.002) °C. The
azimuthal setting was achieved by placing the cell betw
the cross polarizers and compensator and rotating the cro
polarizers and compensator until the light passing thro
the setup was extinct. Then the polarizers and compens
were rotated 45° to be in proper azimuthal alignment to m
sure the retardation by the Senarmont technique.Rsub was
determined as the optical phase retardation of the filled
at 39 °C, well above the nematic-isotropic transition, a
found to be 0.6°.

FIG. 8. RCV vs CV with different amounts of excess retardation,Rx ,
subtracted off for the 47mm cell with the NASA LARC CP1 alignment
layers. The solid line represents the numerical calculation for infinite
choring.
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The optical phase retardation of this cell was measu
with applied voltages~with a frequency of 10 kHz! between
0.5 and 30 V. Figure 10 showsR(V2V̄) plotted against
(V2V̄). As we can see, there is no region above 6Vth in
which the slope of the line is negative. Hence, any fit w
yield a negativeW. This behavior apparently correlates wi
in-plane director inhomogeneities present in the cell that
visible in polarizing microscopy. Figure 11 shows the te
tures of the cell with different applied voltages when t
optical axis of the cell is parallel and nearly parallel to t
polarizer. Even at a large voltage of 10 V, the inhomoge
ities are clearly visible.

3. 15 mm PI2555 cell

There are many possible causes of the in-plane inho
geneities of the cells. Etching of the electrodes is one
them, as the comparison of atomic force microscopy textu
in Fig. 12 clearly demonstrates. In addition, electric res
tance across the etched electrodes was measured to be
than that of nonetched electrodes, which further indicates
damage inflicted on the ITO layer by etching.

An important feature of the RV technique is that it do
not require patterned electrodes since no measurementC
are needed. In what follows, we describe a cell with no
etched electrodes and show that the discrepancies betw
the theoretical and experimental functionsR(V) is greatly
reduced.

-

FIG. 9. R(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) for the 47mm cell with the NASA LARC CP1
alignment layers. The solid line represents the best linear fit over the vol
region from 4.3 to 10.8 V, and yieldsW54.331024 J/m2.

FIG. 10. R(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) for the 21mm cell with the PI2555 alignment
layers. Note that whenV.4.3 V that the slope is always positive.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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A cell was created with PI2555 alignment layers and
thickness of 15mm. Figure 13 showsR(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄)
for this cell with a field frequency of 100 kHz. The slope
negative atV.6Vth . Using Eq.~21! to fit the experimental
data from 4.3 to 8 V~with the 80% rule applied!, W is de-
termined to be 731025 J/m2. ~Similar results were obtaine
for potential frequencies at 10 kHz.! When V513 V, the
director totally reorients and the measured phase retarda
becomes zero as expected from the model. Note here tha
never observed such reorientation and steep drop ofR in any
of the cells with etched electrodes, even at voltages as
as 300 V.

4. 15 mm NASA LARC CP1 cell

Another study was performed on a 15mm NASA LARC
CP1 cell without etched electrodes. The cell was driven w
a 100 kHz potential, and the retardation was measured
function of voltage. The experimental data were fitted us
Eq. ~21! over the appropriate voltage window (4.3 V,V
,7.5 V), and yieldedW5531025 J/m2. Also, the measured

FIG. 11. Polarizing microscopy textures of the 21mm cell with PI2555
alignment layers at applied voltages of 0, 10, and 60 V:~a! the rubbing
direction parallel to the polarizer or~b! the rubbing direction rotated 2° from
the polarizing direction of the polarizer.

FIG. 12. Contact-mode atomic force microscopy images of~a! nonetched
and~b! etched substrates. The image is 1mm square, and the full gray scal
represents height variations of 20 nm.
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phase retardation becomes zero at 13 V manifesting t
director reorientation as expected from the model.

It appears from all the experiments above that the pr
lem of ‘‘unmeasurable’’W ~the 47 and 21mm cells! is re-
lated to in-plane inhomogeneities. We will revisit this que
tion in Sec. VI with a quantitative analysis. In contract, t
two 15mm cells with non-etched electrodes behave in a w
predicted by the theory and show well-defined values ofW.
It is thus of interest to employ an independent technique
comparison.

V. THE ESTIMATION OF W FROM THE FREDERIKS
THRESHOLD

The threshold voltageVth
W of the Frederiks transition in

liquid crystal cells depends on the anchoring strength.5 This
feature has been utilized by Rosenblatt and co-workers7,9 to
determineW by comparing the thresholds in thick and th
cells7 or by measuring the threshold in a wedge cell.9 The
relationship betweenW and Vth

W in approximation of the
Rapini–Papoular anchoring potential for a planar cell w
no pretilt reads32

Vth
WAK1e0ea tanS Vth

W

2

e0ea

K1
D 5dW. ~27!

The l.h.s. of Eq.~27! can then be plotted as a function o
thickness,d. The value ofK1 can be adjusted to cause th
data to fall into a straight line with zero intercept, and t
slope of this line will yieldW.9

Even in the case of no measurable pretilt, the thresh
location can be difficult to determine since any measu
property of the liquid crystal cell changes gradually, n
drastically, near the threshold voltage. Experimental
working in this field determine the threshold by a doub
extrapolation~i.e., a linear extrapolation of the data befo
the onset of the threshold and after the onset of the thresh!
of the experimental data, with the intercept yieldingVth

W . Our
situation is further complicated because of small~0.3°!
pretilt. By the same extrapolation method, we can determ
an apparent threshold value.33 For any given thickness an
using the known value ofK1 , this apparent threshold wil
always underestimate the value ofW, however, we wish to

FIG. 13. R(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) for the 15mm cell with the PI2555 alignment

layers. The solid line represents the best fit of theR(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) from
4.3 to 8 V, yieldingW5731025 J/m2.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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apply the wedge-cell technique9 where the apparent thresh
old will be measured at many thickness and this data will
analyzed as a group, not individually.

We performed a computer ‘‘experiment’’ to examine
measuring the apparent threshold at several thicknesses
wedge cell with nonzero pretilt can yield an accurate value
W. Numerical data, representing theoretical dependenc
the optical phase retardation,R vs applied voltageV in the
vicinity of Vth5pAK1 /(e0ea) were simulated using Eqs.~4!
and~5!. The double extrapolation method was applied to
R(V) to determine the apparent threshold at several th
nesses. This apparent threshold was used in the l.h.s. o
~27!, and the l.h.s. of Eq.~27! was plotted against the loca
thicknessd. K1 was then adjusted to give the best straig
line, with the slope giving the value ofW. The numerically
simulated data withup50.5° gave the correct value ofW
~with an error of 10% whenW5131024 J/m2!, and a re-
duced~by 5%! value ofK1 . Thus, the accuracy is satisfa
tory to employ the technique in real experiments.

To run the real experiment, we prepared a wedge
with LARC CP1 alignment layers on etched ITO substrat
The wedge was created by placing a 12mm Mylar strip on
one side between the substrates such that the rubbing d
tion was parallel to the direction of uniform thickness. T
substrates were pressed together and glued using 5 min
oxy. The interference fringes of the empty cell parallel to t
wedge apex reveal the uniform change in thickness from
apex to the spacer. The cell was filled with 5CB along
direction of uniform thickness above the nematic-isotro
transition temperature.

The optical phase retardation of the cell was measure
a function of applied voltage at several points along
wedge. The diameter of the laser beam was approximate
mm. The value ofR0 , the retardation measured at zero vo
age was determined by averaging all the data points ta
below 0.6 V. The local thickness can be calculated from
value of R0 using Eq.~20! with knowledge of the optica
anisotropy. Figure 14 shows the threshold voltage as de
mined by linearly fitting the experimental optical phase
tardation as a function of applied voltage from 0.8 to 0.9
and finding the intercept withR5R0 . Figure 15 plots the
apparent threshold voltage as a function of wedge thickn

FIG. 14. Normalized phase retardation as a function of applied voltage.
top set of the data is atd58.2mm and the bottom set is atd53.7mm
~shifted down!. The lines represent the double extrapolation method, w
the intercept representing the apparent threshold voltage.
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The experimental data were plotted with l.h.s. of Eq.~27!
against thickness~see Fig. 16!. The best fit ofK1 andW was
performed, yielding K156.4 pN and W5(160.5)
31024 J/m2. The last quantity compares fairly well withW
obtained by the RV technique for the 15mm cell ~NASA
LARC CP1 coating! but is absolutely out of the range ofW
values obtained for the 47mm cell ~where W54.3
31024 J/m2, higher, or even negative, depending on t
voltage range!. Table III summarizes all the experiment
findings onW for comparison.

VI. DISCUSSION

Facing the problem of negative values ofW obtained
using the YvS technique, Yokoyama suggested20 that the ad-
ditional surface orientational order should be taken into
count as a possible source of excess retardation. Our ex
mental cells, heated to temperature above the nema
isotropic pointTNI , show that the phase retardation caus
by non-vanishing surface nematic order is less than 1°. S
lar results by Kim and Rosenblatt27 indicate that rubbing-
induced phase retardation might achieve 3° just aboveTNI .
Numerical calculations~based on the Maier–Saupe mode!
of the surface-induced order34 show that the correspondin
phase retardation is significantly smaller~at least four times!
in the nematic phase than in the isotropic phase. Therefor
is highly unlikely that the surface-enhanced order alone
explain the rather large discrepancy between experime

e

h

FIG. 15. Apparent threshold voltage vs local thickness for the wedge
with the NASA LARC CP1 alignment layers.

FIG. 16. Dependence ofc5Vth
WAK1e0ea tan@(Vth

W/2(e0ea /K1)# on the local
thicknessd for the wedge cell with the NASA LARC CP1 alignment layer
The line represents the best fit of the data givingW'1024 J/m2 and K1

56.4 pN.
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Downloaded 26 Jan
TABLE III. Polar anchoring coefficientW for different cells described in this article.

Cell
thickness Alignment layer Electrodes

W (1024 J/m2)
~technique!

47 mm NASA LARC CP1 etched between 4.3 and` or negative, depending on
the voltage range
~YvS and RV!

21 mm PI2555 etched negative
~RV!

15 mm P12555 not etched 0.7
~RV!

15 mm NASA LARC CP1 not etched 0.5
~RV!

Wedge NASA LARC CP1 etched 160.5
~Fredericks threshold!
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and theoretical retardation observed in some cells. Espec
difficult is to explain why this discrepancy increased w
voltage, as observed in the 47mm cell with NASA LARC
CP1 alignment layers. Note that Stallingaet al.22 also ob-
served the discrepancy in experimental and theoretical re
dation. Their careful analysis demonstrated that such fac
as multiple reflections and flexoelectricity cannot explain
effect.

Section IV B indicates that the unphysical values ofW
~such as negative or voltage-dependentW’s! might be caused
by in-plane inhomogeneities. Below in Sec. VI A, we prese
direct experimental evidence that the spurious results of Y
and RV techniques can result from in-plane surface inhom
geneities that are not taken in account by the theoret
model. In Sec. VI B, we describe a protocol designed to
if a particular cell can be used to measureW by the YvS or
RV technique.

A. In-plane inhomogeneities

One of the strongest assumptions of the YvS techni
and of the theoretical analysis in this article is that the dir
tor configuration is one-dimensionaln5n(z), ny50, and
nx ,nz do not depend on the in-plane coordinates~x,y!. In real
cells, however, the director is generally nonuniform:nx,z

5nx,z(x,y,z) andnyÞ0. We first demonstrate that the dire
tor is nonuniform even when there is no external field. T
director inhomogeneity can be tested by the Senarmont t
nique.

The transmittanceT of the cell with both azimuthal and
polar variations inn can be derived using Mueller matri
formalism to be

T5
I

I max

5
1

2
^12cos~2s2d!cos 2j

2cos 2s@cos 2j cosd~12cos 2j!2sin2 2j#&. ~28!

Here ^...& means the average over the beam cross sec
Also, I is the intensity of the light passing through the pola
izer, cell, quarter-wave plate, and analyzer,I max is the inten-
sity of the light after the polarizer,s is the angular deviation
of the analyzer from its 90° position with the polarizer,d
 2006 to 131.123.233.235. Redistribution subject to A
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5d(x,y) is related to the local phase retardation throughR
52pN1d andj5j(x,y) is the local azimuthal deviation o
the director from the averaged easy axis~aligned at 45° with
respect to the polarizer!.

If the nematic cell were perfectly uniform,j50 andd
5constant~i.e., j and d do not depend onx,y!, then the
minimum transmitted intensityTmin achieved at the prope
analyzer orientation (smin5d/2) is zero. However, our ex
periments clearly show thatTmin is never zero, even when a
of the parasitic effects~such as dark current of the photod
tector! are taken into account or even overestimated. T
excess transmittanceTex, defined as the difference betwee
Tmin and the transmission through the apparatus with cros
polarizers and the sample removed, is caused by dire
inhomogeneity. As easy to deduce from Eq.~28!, any direc-
tor deviation @i.e., whenj or d depend on~x,y!# cause an
increase inTex.

Our measurements indicate that in very well-align
samples,Tex;1024 or less. The most intriguing feature i
that Tex in some well-prepared samples can dramatically
crease when the voltage is applied. Moreover, the increas
Tex with V correlates with the appearance of positive slop
of dependencies such asRCV vs CV, which are responsible
for the unphysical~negative! values ofW. Figure 17 helps to
illustrate the statements above. It shows howTex increases
with V for two cells with the thicknessesd521mm andd
515mm, used in Sec. IV B. In both cases, one deals wit

FIG. 17. Voltage dependence ofTex for two cells with PI2555 alignment
layers: cell of thicknessd521mm, etched electrodes~triangles!; cell of
thicknessd515mm, nonetched electrodes~circles!.
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PI2555/5CB interface. In the 21mm ~etched! cell, Tex in-
creases withV approximately to 431023 at V520 V. This
very same cell shows a positive slope ofR(V2V̄) vs (V
2V̄) ~see Fig. 10!. In contrast, the 15mm ~nonetched! cell
shows a much smallerTex in the region (4.3 V,V,8 V)
needed for the fitting procedure. Note that theR(V2V̄) vs
(V2V̄) plot for this cell has a negative slope~see Fig. 13!
implying a positive-definiteW.

As already discussed in Sec. IV A, the positive slope
R(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) plots and related plots such asRCV vs
CV can be explained by some excess retardationRx . For
example, theRCV vs CV plot for the 47mm cell in Sec.
IV A can be fit by the YvS model only ifRx is larger than 3°
and increases withV. Therefore, bothTex andRx can result
from the same physical reasons, namely, from the in-pl
director inhomogeneity. On the other hand, in the 15mm
cell, the slope ofR(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) is negative alleviating
the need to introduceRx to resolve the experimental an
theoretical data. As expected,Tex is relatively small in this
cell (<531024) in the voltage region (4.3 V,V,8 V)
where the fit was performed.

The value ofTex strongly affects validity of the result
produced by YvS or RV techniques. NonzeroTex leads to
overestimation ofW obtained by fitting the phase retardatio
data with Eq.~14! or Eq. ~21!. In other words, the effect is
similar to that of excess phase retardationRx described in
detail in Sec. IV A for 47mm cell. Here,Rx can be under-
stood as the difference between the retardation measure
finding smin in the experiment and the real retardation av
age over the beam’s cross section. UnlikeRx , the value of
Tex can readily be determined experimentally. One mig
thus wonder if there is a possibility to adjust the experim
tal data by findingRx from the measuredTex. Unfortunately,
the exact relationship betweenRx and Tex depends on the
details of director inhomogeneities and cannot be found a
universal function. Nevertheless, one can roughly estim
what kind of errors is expected for differentTex.

For small deviations, the values ofRx and Tex can be
expanded in series as

Tex5a1^j
2&1a2^~2smin2d!2&, ~29!

Rx5b1^j
2&1b2^~2smin2d!2&; ~30!

the linear terms drop out because in the experiment, one
smin5^d/2& to get the minimum ofT. The contribution of the
cross term ofA^j2& and A^(d22smin)

2& to Eq. ~30! when
azimuthal and polar inhomogeneities coexist can be
glected. For example, atA^j2&53° and A^(d22smn)

2&
510°, then from Eq.~28!, the effect of a cross term in Eq
~30! would be less than 0.6°. According to Eq.~28!, a1 and
a2 are positive definite. Furthermore,b1 should be negative
whenR,p. Therefore, it is not likely that azimuthal inho
mogeneities are responsible for the unusual~positive! slopes
of RCV vs CV or R(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄): in the experiment,
these positive slopes are accompanied by the increase oTex

with V. On the other hand, polar inhomogeneities such
variations in the local values ofW5W(x,y), up5up(x,y),
electric surface polarization, etc., as well as fractures in
Downloaded 26 Jan 2006 to 131.123.233.235. Redistribution subject to A
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electrode surface, might increase bothTex and Rx simulta-
neously. Really, the polar variations create in-plane gradie
of the dielectric permittivity and, therefore, nonzero in-pla
component of the electric fieldExÞ0. This in-plane field
tends to deviate the director towards the substrate. Sincne

2n0 is positive, the corresponding correction toR should be
positive. The in-plane field may also prevent total reorien
tion of the director at high voltages. Another possibility
that in a high electric field, the subsurface nematic lay
adopt hybrid-aligned geometry which might enhance
plane director distortions as discussed in Ref. 35.

Let us return to the problem of quantitative estimates
Tex,Rx and related errors inW. First, as follows from Eq.
~29! and Eq.~30!, Rx'kTex, wherek is an unknown coeffi-
cient. Strictly speaking,k is voltage dependent, but, for ou
estimates, we assume it to be constant. To yield a pos
definiteW, Rx'10° for the 21mm cell. As measured for the
same cell,Tex;1023. Hence, smallRx'1° would corre-
spond toTex;1024. Second, with knownRx , the error inW
can be estimated from Eq.~14! or Eq. ~21!. This error de-
pends both onRx andW. WhenRx;1°, the overestimate o
W is 1% for W51025 J/m2, 10% for W51024 J/m2 and
much more than 100% forW>1023 J/m2. Thus, to charac-
terize a strongly anchored cell withW;1024 J/m2, one has
to haveTex;1024 or smaller.

B. Protocol to verify the validity of the YvS and RV
techniques

We propose a protocol to characterize the nematic
and to ascertain if the cell can be used for the determina
of W by YvS or RV technique. In general, the RV techniq
is favorable since not only does it eliminates several exp
ment steps that the YvS technique requires, but it also d
not require patterned electrodes which could add in-pl
inhomogeneities.

A liquid crystal cell should be assembled with the alig
ment layers antiparallel to one another. The following ste
need to be undertaken to use the YvS or RV technique.

1. Verification and nulling of the phase retardation
setup

Determine the minimum signal of the photodetectorI dark

with the polarizers and quarter-wave plate in the phase re
dation setup.I dark corresponds to possible imperfections
the polarizers or quarter-wave plate, as well as to the d
current of the photodetector. Also, the analyzer should
placed with its optical axis parallel to the polarizer, and t
maximum photodetector signal,I max should be measured.

2. Measurements of the parameters of the empty cell

~1! The optical phase retardation,Rsub.
~2! The capacitance~if using the YvS technique!.
~3! The gap thickness.

3. Characterization of the filled nematic cell

~1! Determination of the pretilt angle, e.g., by the ma
netic null method.29 The possible hybridity of alignmen
should be verified as explained in Sec. IV B.
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~2! The frequency of the applied voltage should be ch
sen with care. At least, it should be larger than the freque
of the Maxwell relaxation. For very high frequencies, disp
sion of the dielectric permittivity tensor should be taken
account.

~3! The capacitance should be measured as a functio
applied voltage. If one uses the RV technique, this meas
ment is not necessary.

~4! Use the Senarmont technique to determine the opt
phase retardation as a function of applied voltage. This
accomplished through the measurement of the analyzer
entation (smin) which yields the minimum transmitted inten
sity, I min . The phase retardation is related tosmin through
R52pN12smin ~where N is an integer!, and the excess
transmittance is given byTex5(I min2Idark)/(I max2Idark).

The experimental results should be presented in
plots. The first plot hasRCV plotted againstCV or R(V
2V̄) plotted against (V2V̄). Remember to subtract off an
additional retardation which may be caused by the alignm
layers. On this plot, mark the pointVmin56Vth . If RCV vs
CV or R(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) is not monotonically decreasin
at V.Vmin , no reliable determination ofW is possible. If the
functions are monotonically decreasing forV.Vmin , one can
fit the data up to the voltageVmax defined by the 80% rule.W
is then determined in a standard fashion from Eq.~14! or Eq.
~21!. Nevertheless, the validity of this value ofW should be
additionally judged by analyzing the second plot.

The second plot should haveTex as a function ofV. If
Tex is small within the voltage window (Vmin ,Vmax) ~at least
Tex&1024!, then possible in-plane inhomogeneities in t
nematic cell do not affect the value ofW. However, if Tex

*1023 and increases withV, the value ofW is greatly over-
estimated up to the point at which 1/W changes from positive
to negative.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed several electric field techniques to meas
the polar anchoring coefficientW of a nematic liquid crystal
against polymer substrates.

In the theoretical section, we extended the original Y
model and suggested the RV technique to determineW by a
simple fitting of the dependence of the optical phase reta
tion versus applied voltage. The RV technique preserves
the essential features of the original YvS technique but h
number of advantages, such as elimination of the necessi
pattern the electrodes and to measure the capacitance.
importantly, the RV technique allows one to determine
local value ofW ~within the area of the laser beam!; thus it
can be used to map the anchoring coefficient as the func
of the in-plane coordinates. In both techniques, the value
W should be determined only within some voltage ‘‘wi
dow,’’ the upper limit of which had not been defined unam
biguously since it depends onW. We suggested a criterion o
determiningVmax without prior knowledge ofW.

The central point of interest in the experimental part w
the validity of the results obtained by the YvS and RV tec
niques. We analyzed the field dependencies of retarda
and capacitance for different cells. At first sight, all the d
Downloaded 26 Jan 2006 to 131.123.233.235. Redistribution subject to A
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seem to follow the familiar linear dependence when plot
in coordinatesR vs 1/CV, suggested by Yokoyama and va
Sprang12 for the fitting procedure. However, more informa

tive are plots in the coordinatesRCV vs CV or R(V2V̄) vs

(V2V̄). These plots clearly demonstrate that the experim
tal behavior of many cells is quite different from that e
pected in the theory. Namely, the slopes of the linesRCVvs

CV andR(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) that are supposed to be propo
tional to 1/W, are voltage dependent and can change sig
These variations are masked in the originalR vs 1/CV pre-
sentation. The most disturbing feature of the functionsRCV

vs CV and R(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) is that in some cells they
have a positive slope~i.e., negativeW! at high voltages. This
behavior indicates that the optical retardation is larger th
that theoretically expected for the nematic cells, even with
infinitely strong anchoring and even when all the possi
non-nematic sources of phase retardation~such as retardation
of the alignment layers! are taken into account. Such beha
ior signals that no meaningful determination ofW is pos-
sible.

In-plane inhomogeneities of the cell~such as variations
of the anchoring energy, easy axis, surface polarization, f
tures in the patterned electrodes, etc.! are the most plausible
source of the unexpected dependenciesRCV vs CV and

R(V2V̄) vs (V2V̄) as well as the unusually high values
the optical phase retardation. Our experimental meas
ments of the minimum light transmittanceTex through the
cell clearly detect voltage-dependent in-plane inhomoge
ities. These inhomogeneities are not taken into accoun
any present theoretical model and most often lead to an o
estimation ofW. We suggest a protocol that allows one
verify the impact of these in-plane inhomogeneities and
check if the cell is suitable for measurements by the Y
technique or by the RV technique. An important step in t
protocol is to determine how strongly the in-plane inhom
geneities modify the ‘‘ideal’’ optical response of the cell. W
suggest to test this by measuring the excess transmitta
Further work might result in finding the exact relationsh
betweenTex and the excess retardation.

We also demonstrate that both YvS and RV techniq
should not necessarily be applied to thick cells such as
mm cells; when the anchoring is strong,W can be measured
for much thinner cells.

Further work, both theoretical and experimental, is de
nitely needed to decipher the origin and behavior of the
plane inhomogeneities in the applied field. Theoretica
these inhomogeneities should be included while mode
the response of the cell to the applied field. Note that o
should not exclude the possibility of in-plane director inh
mogeneities due to pure elastic response to the applied
~even when the surface are ideally aligned and unifor!.
Experimentally, the possibility of in-plane components of t
electric field can be examined, e.g., by comparing the beh
ior of cells in the electric and magnetic fields. The very pr
cedure of measuring phase retardation with Senarmont t
nique in the presence of in-plane inhomogeneities of
optic axis should also be examined. Another interest
question is that about the processes~apart from dielectric
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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response! that the strong electric field causes within the s
face region. Finally, application of the RV technique to ce
whereW changes from point to point is of great interest
well.
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